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\textbf{Abstract}

The temperature field within evaporating ethanol droplets is investigated, relying on the two-color laser induced fluorescence (LIF) measurement technique and on a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). The configuration studied corresponds to a monodisperse droplet stream in a diffusion flame sustained by the droplet vapor. An experimental probe volume, small compared to the droplet size, is used to characterize the temperature field within the droplets, whereas DNS takes into account key aspects of the droplet heating and evaporation such as the non-uniform and transient stress, and the mass and heat transfer coefficients at the droplet surface. These investigations reveal that the frictional stresses are strongly reduced due to the small spacing between the droplets. They also show that the Marangoni effect has a significant influence on the internal motion and hence on the internal temperature field.

1. Introduction

In an Euler–Lagrange approach, numerical simulations of droplet laden flows require heat and mass transfer models for the droplet through sources terms in the gas phase, usually based on correlations obtained from numerical or experimental studies. Although the case of an isolated droplet has received considerable attention throughout the decades [1–6], this is not directly applicable to droplets in dense sprays that experience strong aerodynamic interactions. When the distance between the droplets becomes the same order as their size, droplets undergo not only a strong reduction of their aerodynamic drag force, but also a significant decrease in their heating and evaporation rates.

Interactions between closely spaced droplets have been numerically investigated by several authors. The point source method was used by Labowsky [7] and Marberry et al. [8] to describe the steady evaporation of finite motionless arrays of droplets containing up to 20 droplets. More sophisticated simulations, but with fewer droplets, were performed by Brzustowski et al. [9] or by Chiang and Sirignano [10,11]. The latter were able to account for several aspects of the droplet vaporization: the forced convection of the gas phase, the transient deceleration due to the drag force, the diameter decrease, the respective motion between the droplets, the liquid phase internal circulation, the transient heating of the liquid phase. However, the limited number of droplets involved in those simulations do not realistically capture the interactions occurring in a dense spray. On the experimental side, investigations have been carried out on simplified configurations, mainly around the monodisperse droplet stream [12–22], where a liquid jet is disintegrated into a line of periodic droplets, exploiting excited Rayleigh breakup. Virepinte et al. [13] and Atthasit et al. [14] suggested a correction that should be applied to the drag coefficient and the vaporization rate of the droplets in combustion to take into account the interactions. This correction was formulated as a function of the spacing parameter \( C_s \), which is defined as the distance between the droplets \( S_d \) divided by their diameter \( D_d \). Similar corrections were also proposed by Castanet et al. [18] for the Nusselt and Sherwood numbers using the two-color laser-induced fluorescence technique to characterize the droplet temperature evolution.

Nevertheless, difficulties remain in the prediction of the interaction effect on the convection within the liquid phase. This is especially a problem in applications where the fuel droplets are directly injected inside the combustion chamber and strong unsteady effects can be expected. The duration of the heating phase is generally far from negligible compared to the residence time in the chamber. However, in most Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes, the heating has been modeled assuming that there is a spherical symmetry for the temperature field inside the droplet [1,2]. More accurate but still simplified, the Hill Vortex model relies on a given liquid velocity field depending on the friction coefficient \( C_f \) to take into account the internal convection [5]. However, models to assess the value of \( C_f \) in the case of interacting droplets are currently missing, although there is some evidence that it can be strongly reduced compared to an isolated droplet.
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Measurements of the temperature distribution within combusting ethanol droplets in interaction have been achieved by Castanet et al. [15,19] and compared to numerical simulations based on the Hill vortex approach, leading to an estimate of the coefficient $C_f$. For a spacing parameter $C$ in the range 3 to 5, they found that the $C_f$ can be decreased by about 90% [19]. Nevertheless, their approach suffers from some limitations related to the Hill vortex model. For instance, the transitional phase in the liquid motion, as well as the non-uniform temperature and transfer parameters at the droplet surface were not considered. These drawbacks could be avoided with Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), making this approach particularly attractive for the analysis of the internal heat convection.

Numerical simulations carried out by Dwyer and co-workers [6], solving the complete Navier-Stokes equations in the gas and liquid phase for the isolated droplet case, have pointed out the significance of the Marangoni effect on the liquid motion. This phenomenon results from the dependence of the surface tension on the temperature, which creates an additional stress to the viscous one, accelerating or slowing down the liquid motion. More recently, Frackowiak et al. [23] managed to simulate the case of a monodisperse droplet stream with DNS by imposing periodic conditions at the limits of the simulation domain containing two consecutive droplets. During the droplets cooling, Frackowiak et al. [23] noticed that the Marangoni stress can be more significant than the viscous stress, splitting the liquid motion into two contra rotating vortices.

The present study is complementary to these previous investigations since it aims at comparing temperature fields obtained experimentally by two-color laser-induced fluorescence [15,19] and the DNS approach developed by Frackowiak et al. [23]. The computational procedure and the experimental setup will be described first, followed by a detailed analysis based on two experimental cases of ethanol combusting droplets. Special attention will be paid to the Marangoni effect on the internal motion and the temperature distributions.

As in [15,19], the size of the droplet in this study is in the range of 100–200 μm. This is large in comparison to the size of droplets injected in an internal combustion (IC) engine, but experimentally smaller droplets are difficult to investigate in such detail. Nevertheless, the higher injection velocity in an automotive spray maintains an internal droplet convection at a level that is rather comparable with this study.

2. Experimental setup

A linear monodisperse droplet stream is generated by Rayleigh disintegration of a liquid jet undergoing a mechanical vibration provided by a piezoceramic. The voltage applied on the piezoceramic is a square wave, whose amplitude influences the position of the break-up zone. For certain resonant frequencies $f$, the liquid jet breaks up into equally spaced and monosized droplets. The liquid flows through an orifice with a diameter of 100 μm, and its temperature is regulated in the injector body with the help of an external heated water circulation, measured with a thermocouple just before the injector exit. An electrically heated coil, placed just after the break-up of the liquid jet is used to ignite a laminar diffusion flame surrounding the droplet stream (Fig. 1). The droplet velocity $V_d$ is measured by a Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) system and distance from the injector exit can be converted into time according to this velocity. The diameter of the droplets just after the break-up is determined from the injected volumetric liquid flow rate, knowing the frequency of the droplet disintegration $f$. Since $S_d = \frac{V_d}{f}$, the dimensionless spacing parameter $C = \frac{S_d}{D_d}$ is also determined from the measurement of the droplet size and velocity.

The possibility of mapping the temperature within droplets with the two-color laser induced fluorescence technique (2cLIF)
has been reported in previous papers [15,19]. The fuel is seeded with a low concentrated fluorescent dye \(10^{-6}\) mol/L), presently pyromethene 597-C8, provided by Exciton [24]. The choice of this dye relies on the high temperature dependence of its fluorescence spectrum and its high solubility in ethanol. The properties of pyromethene 597-8C9 as a fluorescence tracer for measuring the temperature with the two-color laser-induced fluorescence technique has been extensively described in [16]. For most of its components, the optical setup used in this experiment is similar to that presented in this article. It differs mainly by the focal length of the lenses placed in front of the detection and emission probes, which define the measurement volume. A schematic view of the optical layout is depicted in Fig. 2.

The fluorescence is induced by the green line of an argon ion laser (514.5 nm). Two laser beams crossing at 30° in the y–z plane are used for the excitation of the fluorescence (Fig. 3). The detection optics is positioned perpendicularly to the droplet trajectory and focused on the beam intersection. With this arrangement of the laser beams, the positioning of the detection probe in the z direction is easier compared to a single beam: when the system is properly aligned, the intersection of the beams appears in the center of the image formed by the lenses of the detection probe.

The light scattered at the wavelength of the laser is eliminated with the use of a notch filter (Super Notch Plus, Kayser Optical, optical density 6). The fluorescence signal emitted within the measurement volume is transmitted by an optical fiber to a set of beamsplitters and optical filters (Omega Optical, 3RD Millennium Bandpass filters) which allows the division the fluorescence signal in two spectral bands: the 1st band with \(\lambda_c = 550\) nm, FWHM = 20 nm and the 2nd band with \(\lambda_c = 600\) nm, FWHM = 20 nm. These two spectral bands present highly different temperature sensitivities, as explained in the previous paper [16]. The ratio of the fluorescence intensity measured on these two spectral bands is function of the temperature and the fluorescence dependencies on tracer concentration, probe volume dimensions, laser intensity and optical layout are removed [16]. A calibration at a reference temperature yields the correspondence between the local temperature and the measured fluorescence ratio [16]. Furthermore, the non-linear effect of the diameter recently highlighted by Labergue et al. [22] is not significant for the droplet diameters considered in this study, especially when using pyromethene 597-C8 as a fluorescence tracer, since the fluorescence ratio is affected for droplet sizes below 110 μm with this tracer. Finally, the photon flux is converted into an electrical signal using a pair of photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu photosensors modules H9307-04) equipped with fast-responding preamplifiers and signal acquisition is performed at a sampling rate of 10 MHz. The accuracy of the temperature measurement is about 1 °C, taking into account the bias due to the statistical convergence of the measurement data and the errors related to the calibration.

If the probe volume is larger than the droplet, a volume averaged droplet temperature is obtained [16]. Conversely, in order to obtain the temperature field within the droplets, the laser beams are focused to form a measurement volume several times smaller than the droplets. The measurement volume is given by the intersection between the droplet, the laser beams and the solid angle of the collection optics. Presently, the focused laser beams have a beam waist of 20 μm, while the optical fiber (behind the detection probe in Fig. 3) images a disk of about 34 μm in the focal plane of the detection probe. This yields a measurement volume size of about 20 × 20 × 34 μm³ whereas the droplet size is about 200 μm in the experiments. However, this size is only an estimate since it depends slightly on the exact position of the droplet and the optics due to light refraction at the droplet surface.

When the droplets cross the laser beams, different zones of the droplet interior are successively illuminated and a local temperature is obtained. The injector is then shifted progressively by steps of 10 to 20 μm in the x direction to explore the droplet internal field. For each x position of the injector, droplets are scanned vertically (along the y axis) as they cross the probe volume formed by the intersection of the laser beams. The fluorescence signal is then...
processed to obtain the time evolution of the temperature. The droplet velocity is measured by LDA which determines accurately the vertical position of the droplet center at any time of the signal acquisition. One difficulty arises from the refraction of the laser beams at the droplet surface.

Geometrical optics is used to find the exact location of the measurement zone inside the droplet. Knowing the relative position of the droplet center and the laser beams, the distribution of the laser light intensity within the droplet is determined according to ray tracing [15,19]. Subsequently, ray tracing is also used to identify the regions inside the droplet that are in the field of view of the detection optics. From these calculations, the contribution of any specific part of the droplet to the total collected fluorescence signal is quantified. The measured temperature is attributed to the points that have the highest contribution to the fluorescence signal and whose total contribution is equal to 20% of the global signal. The calculations are repeated for about 200 different positions of the droplet regarding the laser beam system and the detection optics. An interpolation between the measurement points obtained for these 200 positions yields the temperature maps that are presented in Section 4. Calculations reveal that the temperature field would be significantly distorted if light refraction is not accounted for. An overview of this effect of beam refraction on the position of the measurement volume is available in [17]. Additionally, the regions close to the surface of the droplet are not strongly illuminated, so their contribution to the fluorescence signal remains limited. For this reason, it is difficult to find a relevant temperature for these regions and it was decided not to assign a temperature to them, as it can be seen in the Figs. 5 and 6.

3. Numerical simulation

The numerical simulation is based on a two-way coupling between the external flow computations with the CFD software OpenFOAM[25], and an in-house code solving the time dependent Navier–Stokes equations for the internal fields of the droplet [23]. The configuration is axisymmetric, and the quasi-static evaporation hypothesis is adopted for evaluating the mass vapor flow rate per unit surface. The interface is also assumed to remain spherical for low Weber numbers. Additionally, the radiative heat transfer, the gravity, the pressure force work, the gas solubility in the liquid phase and the heat resulting from viscous dissipation are neglected. The fluids are assumed to be Newtonian and incompressible. The diameter decrease and the variation in the spacing parameter C are neglected during the simulated period of time. Presently, strong interaction between the droplets will be considered, therefore the drag force and the transfer coefficients will have particularly low values, making the simulation possible over as much as 40 ms without losing accuracy due to the droplet size reduction (Table 1).

Fig. 4 presents a schematic view of the simulation domain. The gas flow is computed around two consecutive droplets in an Eulerian approach. Periodic boundary conditions are set between the inlet and the outlet of the domain to consider the case of a monodisperse droplet stream. With the periodic condition, this configuration is the same as considering a single droplet: the upstream droplet surface corresponds to the trailing edge of this droplet, whereas the downstream droplet surface corresponds to its leading edge.

Although in the experiment droplets are moving in a quiescent environment, the droplet is motionless with this approach, in a flow of axial bulk velocity equal to the experimental value of droplet velocity. Therefore, the far-field boundary conditions correspond to a uniform dry air flow having a velocity equal to the droplet velocity in the experiment. The physical properties are explicitly determined according to the temperature, pressure and species fields.

When an infinite line of droplets is considered, as the periodic condition implies, there is normally no stationary solution because there is no limitation for the radial diffusion of the temperature and vapor concentration. In contrast, for a semi-infinite droplet stream, a stationary solution exists. The steadiness is reached when the entrained air counteracts the vapor diffusion from the droplet surface. In order to simulate the practical case of a semi-infinite jet with a periodic condition, the same procedure as described in [23] is used. On the one hand, the evolution of the boundary layer is simulated at a larger scale by modeling the jet as a semi-infinite cylinder in a Lagrangian approach. On the other hand, successive simulations are performed using the Eulerian periodic domain. Between each simulation, the droplet temperature and velocity fields are reset to their uniform injection values. However, the external flow is not modified. From an initially uniform and dry air flow, simulation after simulation the gas flow evolves due to the temperature, momentum and species diffusion in the radial direction. One simulation is considered as valid when the external flow is close to the Lagrangian simulation around the cylinder. Retroactively, the simulation of the boundary layer with the cylinder is refined by considering the vapor flow rate and temperature calculated around the droplets.

The combustion is not considered directly as a heat source dependent on the droplet evaporation. Instead, as proposed in [20], the combustion is taken into account by imposing a higher temperature to the far field. Measurements of the gas temperature around a monodisperse stream of ethanol droplets in combustion were performed by the ONERA with the help of the CARS. Data are reported by Maqua et al. [20] for different spacing parameters. On the jet axis, the gas temperature was measured around 1000 K and it is slightly increasing with the droplet spacing. Temperatures in the far field are chosen on the basis of these results.

The Stefan flow and its effects on the heat and mass transfer are taken into account: each droplet is considered as a rigid mass flow source supplying a second species to the surrounding laminar air

![Fig. 4. Schematic view of the simulation domain with the Eulerian approach.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Experimental parameters.</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Injection temperature</td>
<td>24 °C</td>
<td>24 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droplets diameter</td>
<td>179 μm</td>
<td>233 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter C – $\frac{1}{l}$</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient temperature</td>
<td>1000 K</td>
<td>1150 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber number</td>
<td>6.7 m/s</td>
<td>10.1 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter decrease after 40 ms</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
flow. The droplet surface temperature results from the computations of the liquid phase. At the liquid–gas interface, a liquid–vapor equilibrium is assumed. Following Antoine’s law, the vapor fraction at the droplet surface is equal to its saturation value calculated from the liquid temperature. The total flow rate between phases depends on the computed vapor mass fraction and the temperature gradients at the droplet surface (Eq. (1)). The effective heat flux used for the computation of the liquid phase can be deduced from the external flow (Eq. (2)).

\[ \dot{m} = \frac{1}{1 - Y_{vap}} \left[ \rho D_{vap} \frac{dT_{vap}}{dr} \right] + \frac{D_{T_{vap}}}{T_{s}} \frac{dT_{vap}}{dr} \]  

\[ Q_{tot} = \frac{1}{T_{s}} \frac{dT_{vap}}{dr} - L_{v} \cdot \dot{m} \]  

At the interface between the liquid and the gas, there is a mechanical equilibrium between the local stresses acting on the liquid and gas sides and on the droplet interface. The projection onto spherical coordinates yields the Eq. (3).

\[ \left\{ \begin{array}{l} \tau_{pr,liq} - \tau_{pr,gas} = 0 \\ \tau_{pl,liq} - \tau_{pl,gas} - \tau_{pl,interface} = 0 \end{array} \right. \]  

Neglecting the tangential gradients in comparison to the radial gradients, as usually assumed in boundary-layer problems, provides the Eq. (4).

\[ \left\{ \begin{array}{l} \tau_{pr,liq} = \tau_{pr,gas} = 2 \mu \frac{\partial u_{r}}{\partial r} \left|_{r_{s}} \right. \\ \tau_{pl,liq} = \tau_{pl,gas} + \tau_{pl,interface} = \mu \frac{\partial u_{r}}{\partial r} \left|_{r_{s}} \right. + \frac{1}{r} \cdot \frac{\partial \tau_{pl,interface}}{\partial r} \left|_{r_{s}} \right. \end{array} \right. \]  

In Eq. (4), the Marangoni effect is taken into account through the interfacial stress, in order to evaluate the total stress at the droplet surface. Finally, to interpret the simulation results, this stress is integrated over the droplet and the resulting force (divided by the frontal area) is split into several components that can be evaluated separately: the Marangoni force (Eq. (5)), the friction drag (Eq. (6)) and the form drag (Eq. (7)). As usually defined, the total drag corresponds to the sum of the friction and form drag (Eq. (8)), excluding the Marangoni force. Moreover, it is important to note that the thrust force associated with the Stefan flow is neglected in this study. The justification for this simplification will be given later in Section 4.3 for the situations that are considered in this study.

\[ F_{Marangoni} = \frac{1}{\pi r_{s}^{2}} \times \int_{S} \frac{1}{r} \left( \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial r} \right) \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} \right) \sin \theta dS \]  

\[ F_{friction} = \frac{1}{\pi r_{s}^{2}} \times \int_{S} \left( \mu \frac{\partial V_{r}}{\partial r} \left|_{r_{s}} \right. \sin \theta - 2 \mu \frac{\partial V_{r}}{\partial r} \left|_{r_{s}} \right. \cos \theta \right) dS = \frac{1}{2} \mu V_{r}^{2} C_{f} \]  

\[ F_{form} = \frac{1}{\pi r_{s}^{2}} \times \int_{S} p_{l} \cos \theta dS \]  

\[ F_{drag} = F_{friction} + F_{form} = \frac{1}{2} \rho V_{r}^{2} C_{d} \]  

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Description of the droplet temperature field

Two cases are considered in this study. Their corresponding spacing parameters, droplet diameters and velocities are given in Table 1.

The experimentally measured distributions of the droplet temperature are presented in Figs. 5a and 6a. The domain portrayed in these figures corresponds to a meridian plane. It can be noticed that the region near the droplet surface is excluded from the temperature maps, because the deflection of the laser beams towards the interior of the droplet leads to a weak illumination of this region. In case 1 (Fig. 5a), the isothermal lines appear rather circular and concentric which indicates that heat convection has a very limited influence compared to heat diffusion. Models based on the assumption of a spherical symmetry of the temperature field seem to be adapted to describe the heating of these droplets. The low velocity and spacing of the droplets explain the limited influence of the internal convection on the temperature distribution in this case.

In contrast to this first case, temperature fields corresponding to case 2 (Fig. 6a) exhibit significant differences of temperature between the leading and the trailing edges of the droplets, respectively at the top and the bottom of the temperature maps. Temperature measurements agree qualitatively well with what can be expected from heat convection by a vortex system similar to the spherical Hill vortex solution. The surface in contact with hot air is the first region to be heated. Then, due to internal circulation, heat is transported to the bottom of the droplet and finally it goes up into the core of the droplet. Very similar observations have been already made in a previous paper also related to ethanol.

Fig. 5. Evolution of the temperature distribution in a meridian plane within the droplet stream corresponding to case 1 in Table 1. (a) measurements, (b) simulation with the Marangoni effect, (c) simulation without the Marangoni effect, (c) normalized difference between the experimental and the theoretical fields as defined in Eq. (9)).
combusting droplets [19]. The observations suggest a larger influence of the internal convection on the heat transfer compared to the first case, where heat diffusion clearly prevails. This will be confirmed later by the simulations and the calculation of the Peclet number (Table 2).

4.2. Comparison between the experimental and theoretical temperature fields

The conditions for which the droplet stream has been simulated correspond to those for which temperature measurements were obtained (Table 1). To compare experiments with numerical simulations, it is important to apply on the simulation results the same spatial filtering than that resulting from the optical system on the measurements due to the size of the probe volume. Geometrical optics and ray tracing are used to determine theoretically the fluorescence signal that would have resulted from the temperature distribution obtained by DNS. Theoretical temperature maps are created from the reconstructed fluorescence signal, exactly in the same manner as described in Section 2. Additional information about this procedure is available in [15].

Naturally, theoretical maps share some features with their experimental counterparts. For instance, as it can be seen in Figs. 5b and 6b, the area close to the surface is missing and that there is a low asymmetry between the left and the right of the temperature maps. Indeed, the fluorescence collection axis corresponds to the x axis (as portrayed in Fig. 3) and the detection probe is located in the \( x < 0 \) region in the reference frame of Figs. 5 and 6. Thus, the focussing of the rays by the spherical interface of the droplet results in a measurement volume that is smaller on the right side \((x > 0)\) of the temperature maps (keeping in mind that the measurement volume corresponds to the intersection between the droplets, the laser beams and the solid angle of the detection). As a result, spatial filtering by the measurement volume is more important on the left side of the temperature maps.

A parameter \( \epsilon \) is introduced to evaluate the difference between the experimental and the theoretical fields, noted respectively \( \epsilon_{\text{exp}} \) and \( \epsilon_{\text{theo}} \) (Eq. (9)). In this expression, \( v_d \) is the part of the droplet volume where the temperature is known. It excludes the region near the surface where the temperature cannot be determined experimentally. \( \xi \) is the normalized temperature given by Eq. (10), where \( T_{\text{min}} \) and \( T_{\text{max}} \) are the minimum and maximum values of the temperature in the map of interest.

\[
\epsilon = \frac{1}{v_d} \times \int \int \int v_d ||\xi_{\text{theo}} - \xi_{\text{exp}}|| dv
\]

(9)

\[
\xi = \frac{T - T_{\text{min}}}{T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}}}
\]

(10)

Otherwise, the droplet passage into the igniter device is not considered in the calculations. Instead, the simulation starts with a uniform temperature inside the droplet. This temperature is equal to the temperature measured in the droplet center at the first measurement point located 2 mm above the igniter, not necessary equal to the injection temperature given in Table 1 due to the possible droplet change of temperature in the igniter. The time where the difference \( \epsilon \) between the simulated and the first experimental temperature fields is the lowest is taken as the origin of time for the comparison between the simulation and experimental results in the Figs. 5 and 6.

After the simulations, the vapor flow rate is integrated to evaluate the mass variation of the droplets. This calculation results in a rather small decrease in the droplet mass during the time period of the simulation (Table 1) which justifies retroactively the hypothesis of a constant diameter. Additionally, due to the moderate velocity of the droplets, the Weber numbers are low for both cases (Table 1), justifying also the assumed spherical shape of the droplet.

The theoretical temperature maps calculated by the simulation are presented in Fig. 5b and Fig. 6b. It can be noticed that they compare well with the experimental measurements. As in the experimental results, the simulations predict that the isotherms

---

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isolated droplet</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monodisperse stream</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with Marangoni</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monodisperse stream</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without Marangoni</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

![Fig. 6. Evolution of the temperature distribution in a meridian plane within the droplet stream corresponding to case 2 in Table 1. (a) measurements, (b) simulation with the Marangoni effect, (c) simulation without the Marangoni effect, \( \epsilon \): normalized difference between the experimental and the theoretical fields as defined in Eq. (9)).](image-url)
close up on a cold area for case 1 and that the temperature is colder near the leading edge for case 2.

The Peclet number $\text{Pe} = \frac{u_{\text{rms}}}{C_{15} \nu}$, expressing the ratio of heat convection to thermal diffusion, has been calculated from the simulation results as shown in Table 2. The reference velocity chosen for the calculation of $\text{Pe}$ is the maximum velocity at the droplet surface, i.e. around 90° from the droplet axis of movement. The Peclet numbers indicated in Table 2 are averaged over the same period of time as the measurements (i.e. 10 ms). The Peclet number is much lower in case 1 ($\text{Pe} = 34$) than in case 2 ($\text{Pe} = 140$) which confirms the observations made from the experiments.

However, there are also some differences between the experimental and simulation results. For instance, heat seems to be transported faster from the trailing edge to the leading edge in case 2 (Fig. 6b), while the cold zone remaining in the core of the droplet is slightly off-center in the simulation of case 1 (Fig. 5b). These differences suggest an overestimation of the internal circulation velocity but they remain small when compared to the results obtained without considering the Marangoni effect and the droplet interactions (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4).

4.3. Analysis of the repartition of the forces and influence of the Marangoni force on the heat convection

The transient evolution of the forces exerted on the droplet surface (including the friction drag $F_{\text{friction}}$, the form drag $F_{\text{form}}$ and the Marangoni force $F_{\text{Marangoni}}$) are depicted in Fig. 7 for the cases 1 and 2. As mentioned in Section 3, the Marangoni force is not accounted in the total drag $F_{\text{drag}}$. Otherwise, all the presented forces are divided by the droplet frontal area for commodity reasons. A first analysis reveals that the friction and form drag have a comparable contribution, even if the friction drag is for both cases higher. Moreover, they present similar decreases with time, due to the increase of the vapor flow rate, i.e. the surface temperature becomes hotter; hence the blowing effect induced by the Stefan flow increases [23]. The drag force appears to be larger for case 2. This is mainly due to the fact that the droplet velocity is several m/s higher for case 2 and the drag force increases with the square of the droplet velocity.

As stated before, the simulations were performed neglecting the thrust force due the vapor ejection at the droplet surface. A justification can be given after the calculations. The thrust force, divided by the frontal area, can be roughly estimated from the ejection velocity $v_e$ and the total flow rate $q_m$ at the droplet surface (Eq. (11)).

$$F_{\text{thrust}} = \frac{1}{\pi r^2} \nu q_m = \frac{1}{\pi r^2} \frac{m}{\rho} 4\pi r^2 = \frac{4m^2}{\rho}$$

Eq. (11) yields values inferior to 0.2 N/m² for the droplet in the monodisperse streams, and inferior to 1.2 N/m² for the isolated droplet, after 40 ms of evaporation (i.e. after the end of the heating period when evaporation occurs almost at a constant rate). The difference between the isolated droplet and the monodisperse stream is due to the wake effect in the stream, which saturates the vicinity of the leading edge in vapor; hence reducing strongly the vapor flow rate. Nevertheless, this calculation largely overestimates the thrust force since it considers that the entire vapor is ejected in the same direction. In fact, the direction of the vapor ejection must be balanced between the leading edge and the trailing edge. By integrating this thrust force expressed locally over the whole surface. Moreover, due to the axi-symmetry, only the contribution of the force component in the direction of the droplet motion should be accounted for in the integration. A careful calculation of this integral leads to lower values of the thrust force about 0.5 N/m² for an isolated droplet and 0.05 N/m² for a droplet in a monodisperse stream at 40 ms. In comparison, the drag force is about 30 N/m² for the isolated droplet and 10 N/m² for the droplet in a monodisperse stream. It is consequently acceptable to neglect the thrust force in the present investigation, even with the isolated droplet case.

Fig. 7 also shows that the Marangoni force has a significant contribution to the stress at the droplet surface. As already noticed by Dwyer and co-workers [6], the evolution of the Marangoni force can be divided in two periods:

- An initial period of a few ms where the Marangoni effect accelerates the liquid motion since the Marangoni force has a positive sign. After the initial condition, where a uniform temperature is imposed, the surface temperature increases more rapidly near the leading edge due to transfer parameters that are higher in this area. A higher temperature at the leading edge corresponds to a positive Marangoni force whose contribution adds to the friction drag [6].
- A second period where the Marangoni effect slows down the liquid motion, the Marangoni force having a negative sign. The hotter liquid is transported by the internal circulation from the leading edge to trailing edge, which leads to an inversion of the surface temperature, the area near the trailing edge becoming warmer. This period is longer, and the negative Marangoni force presents a comparable contribution as the friction drag. At the end of this period, the Marangoni force tends to 0 as the droplet reaches a uniform temperature at the end of its heating.
center and the leading edge. This evolution is consistent with previous remarks. During most of the time (the decelerating period), the Marangoni force slows the liquid motion in the droplet. The accelerating period is indeed too short to have a noticeable impact on the temperature fields. As expected, the differences between the simulations and the temperature measurements (Fig. 5a and Fig. 6a) are more pronounced when the Marangoni effect is not taken into account. This appears clearly in the values of $r$, which are much higher in the absence of Marangoni effect and confirms the importance of the Marangoni effect in the description of the droplet heating.

Finally, the differences mentioned at the end of Section 4.2 between the experimental maps and the theoretical maps with the Marangoni effect can be interpreted as a consequence of the initial condition. Without considering the ignition, the simulation starts with a uniform temperature, inducing an accelerating Marangoni effect in the first initial period of heating. However, in the experiments, the igniter already induces thermal gradients at the droplet surface. Therefore, the droplets are probably in their decelerating second period when the comparison with the simulation starts, which is not taken into account with this approach.

### 4.4. Influence of the droplet interaction

In order to highlight the effect of aerodynamic interactions on the droplet heating, the case of an isolated droplet has been also simulated, including the Marangoni effect. Simulations of the isolated droplet are performed using the same initial and ambient conditions as the corresponding interacting droplets (Table 1). Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b shows the evolution of the temperature field of the isolated droplets that were predicted by the simulation. As expected, the heating of the isolated droplet is much faster and the temperature tends to become uniform more rapidly due to a stronger internal convection. The internal convection is so important for the isolated droplet that isotherms quickly coincide with the streamlines of the internal flow, which are drawn on the right side of the temperature maps.

An analysis of the effect of droplet interactions on the drag can be based on the form and viscous drag divided by the total drag, presented in Table 3. On the one hand, the cases with droplets in interaction ($C = 2.3$ and $C = 4$) can be compared. It appears that the form drag has a weaker contribution to the total drag force when $C = 2.3$. On the other hand, considering the isolated droplets, form and viscous drag have almost the same contribution to the drag force. This preliminary remark emphasizes that the interactions modify the balance between the form and viscous drag in a much more important way than the velocity and the diameter of the droplets.

Fig. 10 shows the time evolution of the ratios $\frac{C_{d0}}{C_{d1}}$ and $\frac{C_{f0}}{C_{f1}}$ for cases 1 and 2. It appears that the spacing parameter has a great influence on the overall drag force and its viscous drag component. For the drag coefficient, this behavior has been already pointed out by Atthasit et al. [14], who measured the droplet deceleration for different spacing parameters in an ethanol monodisperse droplet stream, leading to a corrective factor. Presently, this correction predicts a ratio equals to 13% and 29%, respectively for cases 1 and 2. These values are slightly lower than those observed in Fig. 10 but the tendency is correct. It should be mentioned that the drag coefficient $C_{d0}$ in the correction of Atthasit et al. corresponds to the drag coefficient of an isolated droplet that would have experienced exactly the same velocity and temperature as the corresponding interacting droplet. This differs from the calculation used to obtain Fig. 10, in which the isolated droplet evolves freely from the same initial condition as the interacting droplet.

The ratio $\frac{C_{f0}}{C_{f1}}$ can be compared to the results of Castanet et al. [19]. The latter found a value of about 16% in the case of ethanol.
combusting droplets with a spacing parameter averaging 4. This value is much lower than observed in the present simulation ($C_f$ is about 40% for case 2). However, the determination of $C_f$ by Castanet et al. [19] was made on the basis of a comparison between the experimental temperature fields and simulations with the Hill vortex model, i.e. without accounting for the Marangoni effect. As a result, they gave to $C_f$ a lower value that includes the negative contribution of the Marangoni force. Because the absolute value of the Marangoni force in the case 2 is about two times smaller than that of the friction drag (during the first 10 ms of the droplet heating considered in [19]), the simulation results obtained in this study are in fact rather consistent with the results of Castanet et al. [19].

In Fig. 10, the ratio $C_d / C_{d_{iso}}$ is lower than the ratio $C_f / C_{f_{iso}}$ for both cases, which infers a more significant effect of the droplet interactions on the form drag than on the friction drag. This behavior results from the wake effect influencing the local pressure and velocity distribution around each droplet in the stream. The friction drag would be less affected by the interactions since its maximal value is located between the leading edge and the trailing edge in a region of the surface that is less exposed to the wake of the previous droplet. This justifies also the weaker contribution of the form drag observed in the evolution of the surface forces (Fig. 7, Table 3) when the droplets are in a very strong interaction regime, i.e. in case 1.

Finally, the relative contribution of the Marangoni force compared to the viscous drag is depicted in Fig. 11, for the cases of the isolated droplets and the monodisperse droplet streams. It appears that the droplet interactions result in a longer and stronger Marangoni effect during the decelerating regime, as underlines the case 1 with the lowest spacing parameter. Without interactions, the larger friction on the droplet surface enhances dramatically the liquid motion and reduce the relative contribution of the Marangoni effect in terms of duration and relative intensity.

5. Conclusion

This study is based on advanced complementary experimental and numerical techniques to investigate the heating of evaporating droplets in regime of aerodynamic interactions. A very detailed numerical simulation takes into account most of the physical aspects driving the droplet heating and especially the heat transport by the internal circulation. It includes the forced convection of the gas phase, the wake effects behind the leading droplets, the non-uniform heat, mass and momentum transfers at the droplet surface, the liquid motion induced by the liquid–gas frictions and
the Marangoni stress due to thermo-capillary effects. The measurements of the temperature field within the droplet using the 2-color LIF thermometry validate the results obtained by the simulation. This comparison emphasizes the predominant role of the Marangoni stress which slows down dramatically the liquid flow velocity during the droplet heating period. By decreasing the Peclet number, the Marangoni effect modifies the whole temperature distribution within the droplet. Results reveal that only simulations accounting for the Marangoni effect can properly describe the temperature within ethanol droplets in strong interactions, where the friction on the droplet surface, in addition to the heating and vaporization rates, are sharply reduced. The balance between the friction and form drag is modified and the relative contribution of the Marangoni stress is enhanced.

A comprehensive survey of the physical effects that may influence the droplet heating in a regime of strong interaction is provided by this analysis. The results have been obtained for a simplified configuration, but they describe in a quantitative manner the evaporation of droplets in dense sprays in overheated atmospheres. Finally, this study underlines the benefits of analyzing the flow physics in a fundamental configuration, like the monodisperse droplet stream, in order to improve models used to simulate industrial sprays. Nevertheless, the size of the droplets considered in this study is large in comparison with the droplet sizes in a conventional IC engine. For smaller droplets, the velocity of the internal circulation flow decreases when only the drag force (excluding the Marangoni force) is considered. At the same time, the substantially higher injection velocity in an IC engine is expected to maintain the internal convection at a significant level rather comparable in its effects to the situations studied in this paper. Moreover, when decreasing the droplet size, the Marangoni stress increases to a larger extent than the other surface stresses, i.e. the friction and form drag. This amplifies the importance of the Marangoni effect for these small droplets.
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